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Abstract22

Compost amendment to contaminated soils is a potential approach for waste recycling23

and soil remediation. The relative importance and interactions of multiple factors on24

PAH bioavailability in soils were investigated using conjoint analysis and five-way25

analysis of variance. Results indicated that soil type and contact time were the two26

most significant factors influencing the PAH bioavailability in amended soils. The27

other two factors (compost type and ratio of compost addition) were less important28

but their interactions with other factors were significant. Specifically the 4-factor29

interactions showed that compost addition stimulated the degradation of high30

molecular PAHs at the initial stage (3 month) by enhancing the competitive sorption31

within PAH groups. Such findings suggest that a realistic decision-making towards32

hydrocarbon bioavailability assessment should consider interactions among various33

factors. Further to this, this study demonstrated that compost amendment can enhance34

the removal of recalcitrant hydrocarbons such as PAHs in contaminated soils.35
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1. Introduction40

Adding compost into contaminated soils is an effective management approach to41

reusing waste and remediating soils (Semple et al., 2001; Namkoong et al., 2002;42

Reid et al., 2002; Puglisi et al., 2007; Sayara et al., 2010). The success or failure of43

this approach for soil remediation is determined by the bioavailability of toxic44

compounds such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) instead of the total45

concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons (Semple et al., 2001; Latawiec et al., 2011),46

as the latter will lead to an over-estimation of risks (Kördel et al., 2013). It is known47

that bioavailability depends on the mass transfer rate and the intrinsic activity of cell48

(Semple et al., 2003). These processes are influenced by a number of factors including49

soil organic matter (SOM) and inorganic constituents, properties of contaminants, and50

soil processing by microorganisms (Reid et al., 2000). Although several studies51

acknowledged it is of special interest to know to what extent physicochemical factors52

influence PAHs bioavailability during bioremediation (Semple et al., 2001; Puglisi et53

al., 2007; Sayara et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2013a), the quantitative comparison of the54

influence of these factors is still rare, which makes difficult to select operational55

conditions such as the ratio of compost application.56

To handle such cases where multiple physicochemical factors influence the choice of57

the process, conjoint analysis (CJ) can help to better inform the decision-making58

design stage. CJ has been defined as any decomposition method that estimates the59

structure of a consumer’s preferences, given his or her overall evaluations of a set of60

alternatives that are pre-specified in terms of levels of different factors (Green and61

Srinivasan, 1990). In general, the researchers use a combination of different factors to62

generate a number of cards (or questionnaires) that are used to describe the potential63

of a product, which are then presented to the subjects who are asked to rank the cards64
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based on their overall evaluation of the product. CJ method determines the influence65

of each feature and how it contributes to the overall judgment of the subjects.66

Tremendous progress have been made in the past 30 years refining CJ method to67

decision-making for new product evaluation, competitive or product positioning68

analysis and market segmentation (Lohrke et al., 2010). However, CJ is relatively new69

in the evaluation of environmental processes where only a few scattered examples70

have been reported (Lareau and Rae, 1989; Mackenzie and Eduljee, 1990; Gan, 1992;71

Opaluch et al., 1993; Roe et al., 1996; Johnson and Desvousges, 1997; Adamowicz et72

al., 1998; Farber and Griner, 2000; Álvarez-Farizo and Hanley, 2002; Muramatsu and73

Nakamura, 2002; Cheung and Chung, 2008). To the best of our knowledge, there is74

no yet any application of CJ to evaluate the influence of multiple physicochemical75

factors on hydrocarbons bioavailability in contaminated soils.76

The rather slow development in environmental applications is somewhat surprising,77

which is attributed to some drawbacks in practice. One potential pitfall is the design78

and implementation for data collection by social survey in this method. Selection of79

performance indicators and participants is expert-driven and therefore is the main80

challenge (Alriksson and Öberg, 2008). Results may be influenced from cognitive and81

contextual biases which reduced the repeatability (Gregory et al., 1993). There is82

always a risk of self-selection bias when respondents with a strong opinion on the83

subject volunteer to participate (McCoullough, 2002). However, such drawback can84

be circumvented in this study because the data used are obtained from duplicate85

solvent extraction experiments in the laboratory instead of social survey.86

Although a number of factors influencing bioavailability have been identified, the role87

of each factor on bioavailability was often investigated separately without88

comprehensive understanding the interactions. This is likely to limit the predictability89
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of end points associated the bioremediation of PAHs when evaluating its viability for90

soil remediation (Ortega-Calvo et al., 2013). Only a few studies have showed the91

influences of mixture-contaminant interactions on bioavailability. For example,92

Bamforth and Singleton (2005) found that co-contaminants such as BTEX (i.e.93

benzene, toluene, ethylene, and xylene) compounds and aliphatic hydrocarbons,94

which were readily biodegradable in situ, hindered the biodegradation of PAHs by the95

depletion of available oxygen. Sandrin and Maier (2003) further demonstrated that the96

presence of heavy metals decreased the bioavailability of organic contaminants as97

they were impacting both the physiology and ecology of organic degrading98

microorganisms. Couling et al. (2010) observed that the presence of multiple99

PAH-mixture reduced the bioavailability of the more readily degradable (or low100

molecular weight, LMW) PAHs by competitive inhibition of the enzymes associated101

with biodegradation, but increased the bioavailability of those usually more102

recalcitrant (or high molecular weight, HMW) PAHs by producing inducible enzymes103

for catabolism. However, the interactions within PAH groups have not been104

adequately defined. Most of the studies have used artificially spiked samples instead105

of authentic contaminated soils while the real-world circumstances might be more106

complex (Latawiec et al., 2011). Moreover, the compost addition would further107

increase the complexity of these interactions by changing soil properties, nutrient108

availability and the retention of contaminants (Briceno et al., 2007). For instance,109

some studies reported that an inappropriate ratio of compost addition may retard or110

inhibit microbial activity and bioavailability (Thomas et al., 1992; Namkoong et al.,111

2002). In contrast, Puglisi et al (2007) observed no difference in phenanthrene112

bioavailability when 10 or 30 tha-1 of compost was added to the soil. These divergent113

findings may be attributed to the fact that the multiple interactions were not taken into114
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account in these studies. The knowledge on multiple factor interactions would115

contribute to make a more informed picture of the magnitude of each factor influence116

and interaction.117

Our recent study demonstrated the coexistence of sorption, desorption and118

degradation of PAHs in the contaminated soils after compost addition (Wu et al.,119

2013a). The contribution of these processes to the PAH loss was evaluated by120

analysing the changes in the total and bioavailable concentration during incubation. In121

this study, we applied CJ and multi-way ANOVA to (i) identify the influence of122

selected physicochemical factors including soil type, compost type, application ratio,123

and contact time on the bioavailability of 16 PAHs, and (ii) quantify the intricate124

interactions among these factors.125

2. Methodology126

2.1 Data collection127

An eight-month microcosm experiment was carried out using three contaminated soils128

amended with either green or meat compost at two ratios (250 and 750 t ha-1) as129

described in Wu et al. (2013a). Briefly, soil A was a sandy loam soil spiked with130

diesel at 12.5 g kg-1 and soil B and C were two genuinely contaminated soils with coal131

tar and coal ash, respectively. The compost amendment, incubation process and the132

determination of total and bioavailable concentration of PAHs were detailed in our133

previous studies (Wu et al., 2013a; Wu et al., 2013b; Fig SM-1 and SM-2). The134

bioavailable concentrations of 16 PAHs including acenaphthene (Ace),135

acenaphthylene (Acy), naphthalene (Nap), anthracene (Ant), 2-bromonaphthalene136

(BNap), phenanthrene (Phe), fluorene (Flu), fluoranthene (FL), chrysene (Chr),137

pyrene (Pyr), benzo[a]anthracene (BaA), benzo[b]fluoranthene (BbF),138
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benzo[ghi]perylene (BgP), benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), dibenzo[a,h]anthracene (DbA) and139

indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene (InP) were used in the conjoint analysis. The percentage loss140

of bioavailable concentration during the incubation process was used in the analysis141

of factor interactions.142

143

2.2 Conjoint analysis144

The first step concerns the identification of factors as significant predictors of utility,145

assignment of levels to factors, and subjects of the investigation. PAH bioavailability146

in soil amended with compost is influenced by several factors such as temperature,147

water content, ageing time, SOM, nutrients content and the amount of compost added.148

Some of these factors can be categorised into groups; for example, pH, SOM,149

moisture content and particle size are the physicochemical properties of soil which150

vary between different soil types. Additionally, the number of factors should not be151

too large; otherwise too much information would have to be handled simultaneously152

during each analysis. Therefore, four factors with corresponding levels in parentheses153

were selected including (i) soil type (soil A, B, and C), (ii) compost type (green154

compost, meat compost), (iii) ratio of compost to soil (250 and 750 t ha-1) and (iv)155

incubation time (3, 6 and 8 months). Subjects ‘participated’ in the experiments were156

the 16 PAHs instead of human beings in this study.157

In the second step of CJ, the profiles (combination of factors) were set up using the158

orthogonal design instead of full factorial design because of its great advantage in159

terms of experimental time and cost (Peace, 1993). For each PAH, 16 profiles were160

generated via orthogonal array by running the Generate Orthogonal Design procedure161

using SPSS and 5 profiles (holdout profiles) were randomly selected (Table 1). A total162
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of 256 profiles (16 profiles × 16 PAHs) were used for evaluating the part-worth163

values of the factors. The holdout profiles, not used for part-worth estimation, were164

used to examine the goodness-of-fit of the CJ models. The part-worth is a parameter165

associated with each level of a factor. Large part-worth value is assigned to the most166

preferred level and small part-worth is assigned to the least preferred level. Part-worth167

of each level (Pi) was calculated as follows:168
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where alln is the number of levels across all factors which was equal to 10 in this170

study, 0r is the overall mean ranking which was equal to 5.816)16...321(  ,171

ir represents the average ranking for each level of the factor. A positive value of172

part-worth suggested a lower bioavailable concentration. For the factors with only two173

levels, the part-worth values of each level should be of the same magnitude but with174

opposite signs, as each level in a factor appears the same times according to175

orthogonal design (e.g. green compost and meat compost appears 8 times,176

respectively, in the 16 profiles shown in Table 1 excluding the holdout profiles) and177
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Subsequently, the utility for a particular profile can be determined by adding up the179

part-worth of the levels of factors involved in this profile. The optimal profile with the180

greatest mean utility of dependent variable is selected and the associated values of the181

independent variables are determined as the optimal condition. Finally, the relative182

importance (RI) of each factor can be calculated as follows:183

 ii RRRI184
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where iR is the range of part-worth that equals the difference between the lowest and185

highest part-worth across all levels of a factor.186

In order to examine the accuracy of the CJ model for predicting the ranking of the187

profiles in terms of PAH bioavailability, the part-worth values were used to predict188

the ranking of bioavailable concentration in the 5-holdout profiles. The correlation189

between the actual rank and the predicted rank was evaluated by calculating the190

Pearson's R and Kendall's tau correlation coefficients, which were then used to test the191

model validity and the reliability of the original estimates. These two coefficients192

were expected to be close to 1 if the utility of profiles was successfully estimated by193

the part-worth values and consequently it was reliable to assess the relative194

importance of each factor for the PAH bioavailability changes using CJ method.195

196

2.3 Five-way ANOVA197

The strength of complex interactions between the impact factors including soil (S),198

compost (C), ratio (R), time (T) and the number of benzene rings in PAH compounds199

(P) were detected, estimated and quantified using five-way ANOVA technique. The200

calculated factor interactions were visualized using contour plots, which are graphical201

techniques for representing a three-dimensional surface by plotting constant z-slices202

called contours, on a two dimensional format. That is, given a value for z, lines are203

drawn for connecting the (x, y) coordinates where that z value occurs (Bradley, 2007).204

205

3. Results and discussion206

3.1 Significance of impact factors207
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Fig. 1 indicated that majority of the bioavailable concentration in the designed profiles208

was below 3 mg kg-1 and the highest bioavailable PAH concentrations were observed209

in Profile 9 (Soil B, green compost, 750 t/ha, and 3 months) and Profile 10 (Soil B,210

meat compost, 750 t/ha, and 3 months). The bioavailable PAHs in Profiles 1-8 was211

obviously less than that in the remaining profiles as the initial total PAH212

concentration in Soil A was one order of magnitude lower than that in the other two213

soils (Fig. SM-1 in the Supplementary Materials (SM)). The ranking profiles for each214

PAH (Table SM-1) were used to calculate the part-worth values of each level of the215

factors as shown in Fig. 2.216

Both the range and average of part-worth values for Soil A were the highest among217

the three soils (Fig. 2), which indicated that PAH bioavailability was most susceptible218

to decrease in Soil A. This might be attributed to the weaker binding of PAHs with219

soils due to the much less organic carbon content in the spiked soil (3%) than in the220

other two genuinely contaminated soils (17%) (Wu et al., 2013a). The reduced221

bioavailable PAHs in Soil A was mainly transformed into the sorbed fractions, which222

resulted in the decreased percentage of bioavailable fractions in the total concentration223

especially at the initial stage of incubation (Fig. SM-2). Neither the type nor the ratio224

of compost was important for bioavailability as the corresponding average part-worth225

values were close to zero (Fig. 2). This was further confirmed by the estimated226

relative importance of each influence factor for the bioavailability of both individual227

PAHs and overall samples (Fig. 3). Results indicated that the least factors influencing228

bioavailability were compost type and the ratio (< 10%), which corroborated the work229

of Puglisi et al. (2007). The soil type and incubation time were characterised as the230

two factors determinant in the PAH bioavailability, which contributed to 52% and231

40% to the overall influences, respectively (Fig. 3). Particularly, the contribution of232
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time to the bioavailability changes was less marked for HMW PAHs than LMW233

PAHs (e.g. NaP, Acy, BNap and Ace), suggesting greater degree of bioavailability234

decrease in the LMW PAHs during incubation process. This was consistent with235

previous study, which indicated that the leaching and volatilisation processes being236

responsible for bioavailability changes of LMW PAHs were more time dependent237

while the recalcitrant nature of HMW PAHs made them less susceptible to incubation238

time (Wu et al., 2013b).239

The Pearson's R and Kendall's tau coefficients were 0.996 and 0.867, respectively,240

along with significance (''p'' probability value) of 0.001. These statistics were highly241

significant, therefore, we concluded that (i) there was a high level of correlation242

between the observed and estimated ranks of PAH bioavailability, and (ii) the243

estimation of the relative importance of each factor aforementioned was reliable based244

on the data of PAH bioavailable concentration in the orthogonal designed profiles.245

246

3.2 Interactions among impact factors247

Results indicated that the main effects of all the factors were significant at the248

confidence level of 95% (Table 2). Generally, the bioavailability decrease was249

negatively correlated with the number of aromatic rings (Fig. SM-3). This could be250

attributed to the greater stability with higher numbers of aromatic rings which reduce251

the lability of carbon to soil microbes and hence reducing bioavailability. The252

potentially stronger sorption of HMW PAHs also contributed to the observed negative253

correlation. The compost type had the least significant influence (P = 0.042). The loss254

of bioavailable PAHs was obviously enhanced by adding compost (Fig. SM-1) but255

insignificant difference was observed between the two doses of compost. This was256
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consistent with the findings from conjoint analysis (Fig. 2) as the form of CJ model257

resembles ANOVA or standard regression equation that investigated dependence258

relationships by minimizing the error between actual and estimated values (Lohrke et259

al., 2010). Compared with ANOVA, CJ method is unique in that (i) it can be used to260

examine at both the individual and overall levels (Fig. 3), and (ii) it allows each261

influence factor to have a different relationship (e.g. linear and quadratic) with the262

dependent variables while ANOVA requires all factors to have the same one (e.g.263

linear), which makes it more flexible when dealing with complex decision-making264

issues (Hair, 2006). However, the CJ method in this study did not incorporate the265

interaction section and the interpretation of the multiple factors experiments on the266

main effects alone is incomplete, as it is based only on the mean of each factor and267

ignores the interactions within the factors affecting the outcome.268

The five-way ANOVA results regarding the significance of the 2-factor, 3-factor and269

4-factor interactions on PAH bioavailability changes are presented in Table 2. All270

2-factor interactions except three of them (T×C;C×R; C×P) and all 3-factor271

interactions with exception of four of them (T×C×R;T× C×P;S×C×R;C×R×P) were272

significant at α = 0.05. Of the five possible 4-factor interactions, T×S×C×P, 273

T×S×R×P, and S×C×R×P were significant (P＜0.05).274

In order to gain insights into the process, the 2-factor interaction plots are presented in275

Fig. 4, where the non-parallel lines in the plot matrix identify an interaction. The276

greater the lines depart from parallel, the greater the degree of the interaction is. This277

means the changes in the level of one factor would change the effect of the other278

factor on the outcome. On contrary, there is unlikely to be a significant interaction if279

the lines are parallel (e.g. second column of the plots for compost × ratio (C×R),280

compost × time (C×T) and compost × PAH (C×P)).In such cases, the two-factor281
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interaction graph just reflects the main effect of either factor. For example, the fact282

that the line for 0 t ha-1 is lower than for 250 and 750 t ha-1 suggested that compost283

addition generally resulted in lower bioavailability than blank soils, while such trends284

would not vary by changing the type of compost as there was no interactions between285

the type and the ratio of compost (Fig. 4e).286

Explanation of the plots for 2-factor and 3-factor (plots not shown) interactions will287

not be detailed, because a rule of thumb in statistics is that the evaluation of a288

multi-factor ANOVA should start with the highest order relatives before examining289

the lower order factor interactions (Madurantakam et al., 2009). This means to firstly290

interpret the most complicated interactions, if it can be dismissed, then successively291

less complicated interactions. In this study, the highest order factor interactions that292

were significant involved four factors, which represented the most complete293

explanation of the observed effects (Table 2). Since there are four factors, each time294

two factors will be hold at a constant level when plotting the other two factors. The295

results change when the holding levels are changed. All the possible 4-factor296

interactions are graphically visualised in Fig. 5. One of such interactions (T×P×S×R,297

Fig. 5e) is explained in detail as illustrative purpose.298

The main finding of Fig. 5e was the different behaviour of HMW (5- and 6-ring)299

PAHs at the initial stage of incubation (bottom right corner of the contour plots). The300

loss of bioavailable HMW PAHs after compost addition in Soil C was obviously301

greater than that in the other two soils, irrespective of the type and ratio of compost302

added. The similar phenomenon was observed in Figs. 5a and d. This might be303

attributed to the higher naphthalene concentration in Soil C (2.9 mg kg-1) than in Soils304

A (0.1 mg kg-1) and B (0.6 mg kg-1), as previous studies demonstrated that305

naphthalene or naphthalene-like intermediates stimulated the degradability of PAHs306
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with greater ring number (Barnsley, 1983; Eaton and Chapman, 1992; Couling et al.,307

2010).308

Another possible explanation was the competitive sorption within PAH groups, which309

has been previously reported to decrease the sorption of HMW PAHs and thereby310

increase the bioavailability (Stuart et al., 1991; White et al., 1999). However, little311

difference was found in the loss of bioavailable HMW PAHs among the three312

unamended soils (i.e. no obvious colour gradient at bottom right of the contour plots313

in Fig. 5e). This implied that the competitive sorption might be enhanced by compost314

addition. This encouraged the use of compost amendment strategy for enhancing315

biotransformation of the relatively more recalcitrant residual oil, because the316

prospective innovation should be targeted at reducing the bound fractions of317

contaminants rather than only removing the rapidly desorbed fractions of PAHs318

(Ortega-Calvo et al., 2013).319

Another factor attributable for the reduced loss of the bioavailable HMW PAHs in320

Soil A and B compared to Soil C at the initial stage was the difference in soil texture.321

Soil A and B had larger percentage of sand (pore size: 2000 μm-50 μm) but less 322

proportion of silt (pore size: 50 μm - 2 μm) than Soil C (Wu et al., 2013a). A 323

reduction of large sand pores upon compost addition was supposed to occur in Soil A324

and B as Cox et al. (2001) showed that the amended solid compost cemented and325

aggregated together with soil particles blocking the large soil pores. This would326

increase the difficulties for the PAHs initially entrapped in the pores to expose to the327

microorganisms, which resulted in less extent of degradation at expense of328

bioavailable fractions in Soil A and B compared with Soil C.329

The overall results of this study highlighted the demand for taking into account330

multi-factor interactions during bioavailability assessment. Although the ratio and the331
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type of compost amendment had little influence on PAHs bioavailability, the332

influences of their interactions with other factors were significant. Pilot scale testing333

needs to be carried out before reaching a definitive conclusion on the optimal (if any)334

ratio of compost application, because mixing plenty of non-contaminated compost335

with contaminated soil will result in a far greater quantity of contaminated material336

(Semple et al., 2001) unless the composted soils are proved to meet the PAS100:2011337

or the Composting Association standards (BSI, 2011). Composted materials which do338

not comply with the standards will be regulated - either be still treated as a 'waste' by339

the UK EPA and therefore subject to UK Wastes Management Licensing Regulation340

(Lord et al., 2007), or be under exemption (e.g. Paragraph 9 Exemption for "The341

reclamation or improvement of land" (SEPA, 2011)).342

343

4. Conclusion344

The overall relative importance of soil, compost, ratio of compost to soil, and contact345

time to the PAHs bioavailability in the compost amended soils was 52%, 3%, 5% and346

40%, respectively. Compared with soil type, contact time was generally more347

important to the LMW PAHs but less important to the HMW PAHs. Although the348

main effects of compost type and ratio of compost addition were insignificant, their349

interactions with other factors were significant. Interpretation of the 4-factor350

interactions showed that the compost amendment potentially enhanced the351

biotransformation of the relatively more recalcitrant PAH fractions by changing the352

PAH-soil interactions such as competitive sorption during the initial stage of353

incubation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the354

multiple interactions in the soil-compost-PAH system regarding PAH bioavailability355

especially in the genuinely contaminated soils. The overall results revealed the356
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importance of soil and time for bioavailability change and reinforced the357

incorporation of multi-factor interactions into risk assessment for bioremediation.358
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486

Fig. 1 Distribution of bioavailable concentration of 16 PAHs in the 16 orthogonal487

designed profiles and 5 holdout selected profiles488

489
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490

491

Fig. 2 Boxplot depicting the estimated part-worth values of each level of impact492

factors. Pearson’s R coefficient: 0.994 (p < 0.001); Kendall’s tau coefficient: 0.867 (p493

< 0.001). The central rectangle spans the first quartile to the third quartile (the494

interquartile range, IQR). A segment inside the rectangle shows the median and the495

"whiskers" on the right and left of the box show the locations of the minimum and496

maximum. The circles and pentacles represent the outliers (≥3 times of IQR on the 497

right of the third quartile or ≥3 times of IQR on the left of the first quartile) and 498

suspected outliers (≥1.5 times of IQR on the right of the third quartile or ≥1.5 times of 499

IQR on the left the first quartile), respectively.500

501

502

Bioavailability of the PAH affected (reducing)

Part-worth
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503

Fig. 3 Relative importance of soil, compost, ratio of compost to soil, and time on the504

bioavailability of (a) individual PAHs and (b) overall samples (n=16)505

b

a
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506

507

Fig. 4 Two-factor interaction plot matrix demonstrating the presence and strength of508

interactions on bioavailability decrease. The five factors are listed along the diagonal509

and the ten possible two-factor interactions are plotted at the intersection of the510

corresponding factors. Interaction is present if the slopes of the lines are not parallel.511

The greater the deviation from parallelism, the greater the strength of interaction is.512

513
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516

(a)T×S×C×R

(b) S×P×C×R

(c)T×P×C×R

(d)T×P×S×C

(e)T×P×S×R
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520

Table 1 Orthogonal design and holdout profiles in the conjoint analysis521

522

523

524

Profiles Compost Ratio (t/ha) Time (month)
O

rt
ho

go
na

l
pr

of
il

es

S
oi

l
A

1 Green 250 3

2 Green 750 3

3 Meat 250 3

4 Meat 750 3

5 Green 250 6

6 Meat 750 6

7 Green 750 8

8 Meat 250 8

S
oi

l
B

9 Green 750 3

10 Meat 750 3

11 Green 250 6

12 Meat 250 8

S
oi

l
C

13 Green 250 3

14 Meat 250 3

15 Meat 750 6

16 Green 750 8

H
ol

do
ut

pr
of

il
es

Soil C 1 Meat 250 8

Soil B 2 Green 250 3

Soil B 3 Meat 250 3

Soil B 4 Green 250 8

Soil B 5 Meat 750 8
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Table 2 Estimated main effects and multiple factor interactions using ANOVA by525

Tukey test526

527

MS: mean of squares; df: degree of freedom528

529

530

Source df F MS p Source df F MS p

T 2 1233 83671 0.000 T×S×C 4 6 431 0.000

S 2 202 13707 0.000 T×S×R 8 13 911 0.000

C 1 4 283 0.042 T×S×P 16 7 457 0.000

R 2 1247 84630 0.000 T×C×R 4 0.8 55 0.520

P 4 186 12657 0.000 T×C×P 8 0.3 19 0.971

T×S 4 71 4822 0.000 T×R×P 16 13 877 0.000

T×C 2 3 198 0.056 S×C×R 4 2 166 0.047

T×R 4 69 4713 0.000 S×C×P 8 2 156 0.021

T×P 8 33 2276 0.000 S×R×P 16 11 765 0.000

S×C 2 8 577 0.000 C×R×P 8 0.9 60 0.527

S×R 4 41 2796 0.000 T×S×C×R 8 2 112 0.108

S×P 8 19 1324 0.000 T×S×C×P 16 3 189 0.000

C×R 2 1 72 0.348 T×S×R×P 32 4 308 0.000

C×P 4 0.9 60 0.474 T×P×C×R 16 0.5 36 0.928

R×P 8 40 2739 0.000 S×C×R×P 16 1.8 124 0.028
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Table SM-1 Rankings of the 16 orthogonal profiles tested for each PAH. The top row indicates the profiles with the largest bioavailability while

the last row indicated the smallest one.

Ranking Nap Acy BNap Ace Flu Phe Ant FL Pyr Chr BaA BbF BaP InP DbA BgP

1 13 14 15 13 13 14 10 10 9 9 13 9 9 13 9 13

2 14 10 2 14 14 10 9 9 13 10 10 10 10 9 10 10

3 10 13 3 11 10 9 13 14 14 14 9 13 14 10 12 9

4 15 3 14 4 11 13 14 13 10 13 14 14 11 14 13 14

5 9 9 1 10 9 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 13 12 14 12

6 2 4 13 1 15 16 15 16 16 16 15 15 12 16 16 16

7 11 11 11 3 3 12 16 15 12 12 16 12 16 11 1 3

8 16 1 10 2 12 15 3 12 15 15 4 16 15 4 4 11

9 4 12 9 15 2 3 2 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 11 1

10 3 16 4 9 16 4 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 2 15 4

11 1 15 12 5 1 2 12 1 3 1 1 1 4 15 2 2

12 12 2 6 8 4 1 4 2 2 2 12 2 2 1 3 15

13 5 6 5 6 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 8

14 8 7 16 16 6 6 7 6 5 5 5 5 6 5 8 7

15 7 5 7 12 8 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 5 8 5 6

16 6 8 8 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 8 6 6 5



Fig. SM-1 Total concentration of PAHs in the blank soil (S) and the soil amended

with A1 (Green compost, 250 t ha-1), A2 (Green compost, 750 t ha-1), B1 (Meat

compost, 250 t ha-1) and B2 (Meat compost, 750 t ha-1) after incubation for 0, 3, 6 and

8 months. Adapted from Wu et al., 2013.

a



Fig. SM-2 Percentage of bioavailable ( ) and sorbed () fractions in the total concentration of∑16PAHs in the blank soil (S) and in the soil

amended with A1 (Green compost, 250 t ha-1), A2 (Green compost, 750 t ha-1), B1 (Meat compost, 250 t ha-1) and B2 (Meat compost, 750 t ha-1).

Adapted from Wu et al., 2013.



Fig. SM-3 Sensitivity analysis of the factors on the percentage loss of bioavailable

PAHs
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